Hybrid Designation

Hybrid Definition used in OSU Hybrid Course Development Pilot Program

A hybrid course includes both regularly scheduled, on-site classroom meetings and significant online components that replace at least 50% of regularly scheduled class meeting time.

Objective(s)

>> Multiple stakeholders and perspectives

Approaches of Other Institutions

- Central Oregon Community College
- Chemeketa Community College
- Washington State University

Options
(individually or in combination)

- Letter added to course number (e.g., H for Honors)
- Section numbers (e.g., 400s for Ecampus)
- Type (e.g., WWW or Streaming Media for online)
- Comments
- Other?

Suggested Approach

Type: “Lecture-Hybrid” or “Lab-Hybrid”

plus

Comment: “In addition to classroom meetings, this hybrid course includes significant online components that reduce classroom meeting time.”